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A B S T R A C T

Making improvements to feed spacers of spiral-wound membrane (SWM) modules of reverse osmosis (RO) is a
necessary step towards a wider application of these modules. This study sets out to evaluate the performance of
six commercial feed spacers by comparing their actual velocity profiles and their pressure drop. Velocity profiles
are obtained from Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV). Comparing images from PIV with corresponding friction
losses revealed that the transition from steady to unsteady flow occurs at the moment when the incline of the
friction factor changes from steep to slight. From the two types of spacers used, zigzag spacers showed a better
distribution of flow than the cavity spacers did, but at the cost of higher pressure drop. The flow was in a straight
line from inlet to outlet with zigzag spacers only at low Reynolds numbers and with cavity spacers for the entire
studied range of Reynolds numbers. Additionally, results showed that hydraulic conditions in channels with
cavity spacers are mainly affected by geometric characteristics of transverse filaments. The results from this
study can be used to understand the effects of spacer geometry on the hydraulic conditions inside the feed
channel and as a validation tool for computational modeling.

1. Introduction

Safe and clean water is in short supply in many corners of the globe.
Reverse osmosis (RO) is a popular desalination technique, which has
been employed to satisfy the ever-growing demand for water for mu-
nicipal and industrial consumption. Aside from desalination, there is
likely to be a growing trend towards the use of RO for purification of
fresh water from rivers, canals, and faucets, because RO can provide an
excellent barrier against micro- and nano-contaminants. Dealing with
emerging micro- and nano-pollutants remains a continuing challenge
for treatment plants, because these pollutants are often dangerous even
at low concentrations and cannot (easily) be removed from the feed
water with conventional techniques [1]. For instance, Wong et al. [2]
have reported that certain species are in danger of extinction in almost
half of European and North American rivers and lakes because of the
pollution of these ecosystems [1].

A wider application of RO is possible by bringing down the unit
costs of water production in these membranes. Considering the
worldwide water production by RO (74.4millionm3 in 2015) [3], high
energy costs, and the fact that spiral-wound membrane (SWM) modules
are the most popular commercial configuration of RO [4], the costs of
RO systems can be significantly reduced even by small improvements in
the efficiency of these modules. Improvements in SWM modules can be

achieved by modification of important pieces of a membrane module
such as the number and size of envelopes [5,6], the physical and che-
mical properties of membrane material, and adapting the spacers’
configuration. Spacers are inexpensive parts in an SWM module, which
are used to prevent membrane surfaces from touching each other; they
thereby provide permeate and feed flow paths (channels). The feed
spacer also facilitates mixing between the bulk of fluid and the fluid
adjacent to the membrane surface [7]; it thereby minimizes the effects
of concentration polarization. The latter has been considered to be the
primary function of feed spacers, since feed spacers in RO were his-
torically designed to prevent concentration polarization in seawater
modules.

A slight increase in feed spacer thickness (from 28 to 34mils) is one
of the few changes that feed spacers of RO have undergone. A proper
design of a feed spacer for new applications would be possible through
the investigation of hydraulic conditions in SWM modules. The hy-
draulic conditions of SWM modules can be investigated through per-
forming numerical and experimental studies on the pressure drop and
velocity development inside spacer-filled channels. For instance, effects
of the ratio of filament length to channel height (lm/HCH), flow attack
angle (α), and hydrodynamic angle (β) have been subjects of many
numerical and experimental studies related to spacer performance
[8–17].
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Numerical studies have made a great contribution to a better un-
derstanding of spacer performance. In this context, Schwinge et al. [18]
and Fimbres and Wiley [19] contributed comprehensive overviews.
While in many numerical calculations spacers with a simplified fila-
ment cross-section are used, the experimental data with commercial
feed spacers [6,20–22] have shown that detailed characteristics of fi-
laments are essential for determining flow conditions in spacer-filled
channels. For instance, Neal et al. [22] showed that the precipitation of
particles is influenced by the shape of filaments in commercial spacers.
They [22] observed that particle deposition mostly occurs around the
point where the attached filaments bulge outward. In this light, some
researchers [23,24] have started to use spacers with closer geometrical

similarities to those of commercial spacers for the numerical studies.
Additionally, while numerical studies are able to provide detailed in-
formation on velocity profiles, they are usually validated with low-re-
solution experimental studies because of a limited number of direct
experimental studies on the detailed velocity profiles [19,25].

Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) is a non-invasive technique for
measurement and visualization of the flow with high resolution. Results
of PIV are instantaneous velocity maps, which can be averaged over
time. The velocity maps can be used to determine the state of flow,
identify the low and high velocity areas and dead zones, determine the
flow distribution, etc. However, to the authors’ knowledge, there are
only limited studies done with PIV in the field of membrane technology.

Nomenclature

A the cross-section area of the feed channel [m2]
ACT filaments’ cross-section area parallel to flow [m2]
ACP filaments’ cross-section area perpendicular to flow [m2]
A’, n constants in the friction factor dependency on Reynolds

number [Depending on each other]
Aeff the cross-section area of the feed channel involving the

spacer porosity [m2]
Ctd Darcy-Weisbach factor, Manning friction factor, or total

drag
df1= df_CP thickness of filament of spacer in parallel direction to the

flow [m]
df2= df_CT thickness of filament of spacer in perpendicular direc-

tion to the flow [m]
dh hydraulic diameter [m]
Δp pressure drop [pa]
hsp thickness of feed spacer [m]
HCH height of feed channel [m]
K, m constants in the pressure drop dependency on velocity

[Depending on each other ]
L Length of feed channel [m]
lm mesh length of spacer in direction parallel/perpendicular

to flow [m]
lm1= lm_CP mesh length of spacer in direction parallel to flow [m]
lm2= lm_CT mesh length of spacer in direction perpendicular to flow

[m]
Q Flow [m3/s]
Re Reynolds number
Reh hydraulic Reynolds number

Sv,sp specific surface of the spacer [1/m]
Uaver average velocity [m/s]
Usup superficial velocity [m/s]
Vsp volume of spacer in a mesh [m3]
Vmesh total volume of a mesh [m3]
W width of feed channel [m]
X flow direction
Y direction perpendicular to flow but not in the direction of

channel height
Z direction perpendicular to flow and in the direction of the

channel height
Z1 plane close to the membrane surface
Z2 plane close to the middle of the feed channel at the

boundary of top and bottom filaments
Z3 Plane close to Plexiglas surface or close to observation

window

Greek symbols

α spacer’s flow attack angle [degree]
β spacer’s angle or hydrodynamic angle of spacer [degree]
ɛ porosity of spacer filled-channel [-]
µ dynamic viscosity of the fluid [kg/(m.s)]
ρ density of the water [kg/m3]

Abbreviation

PIV Particle Image Velocimetry
RO Reverse Osmosis
SWM Spiral-wound membrane

Fig. 1. The experimental setup used for measurement of the pressure losses over the flow cell (05) and for visualization of the temporal and spatial velocity variations inside the spacer-
filled channel [28].
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Gaucher et al. [26] made use of PIV for visualization of the flow in
ultrafiltration flow cells without a spacer. The flow in their experiment
[26] was from inlet to outlet in a straight line with small deviations
around the inlet and outlet. They [26] found a lower average velocity
with PIV than the expected average velocity. Gimmelshtein and Semiat
[27] and Willems et al. [25] used the PIV technique to visualize the
flow inside spacer-filled channels. Gimmelshtein and Semiat [27] re-
ported that the flow was from the inlet to the outlet in a straight line
while Willems et al. [25] indicated that flow was along the attached
filaments at the corresponding channel heights. The difference between
the results of these two studies was the consequence of using different
setups. Gimmelshtein and Semiat [27] used a spacer thinner than the
channel height [25] and due to this, a space was created above the
spacer in which the flow was in a straight line. Willems et al. [25] used
spacers with thicknesses the same as channel heights. In a previous
study [28], we compared the flow inside an empty channel with that of
a spacer-filled channel by using the PIV technique. The results showed
that the flow was in a straight line from inlet to outlet in the empty
channel, thus in agreement with the results of Gaucher et al. [26], and it
was along the filament at the corresponding height in the spacer-filled
channel, thus in agreement with the results of Willems et al. [25]. This
indicates that the camera in the study done by Gimmelshtein and
Semiat [27] was probably focused on the empty part of the feed
channel.

The purpose of this study is to compare commercial spacers of dif-
ferent configuration by using PIV and measuring the pressure drop
along their flow channel. In this context, velocity profiles with high
resolution will be provided without any simplification to geometric
characteristics of spacers. First, the setup and the measurement method
are explained. Then, pressure losses and friction factors are illustrated
for examined spacers. Next, variations in simultaneous velocity profiles
are revealed for particular points from the field of view. After that, the
averaged spatial velocity map is discussed for a specific flow and then
for the entire range of flows. Finally, PIV results at which the friction
factor shows extreme changes are illustrated for one of the spacers.

2. Experimental

Fig. 1 illustrates a schematic view of the experimental setup used in
this study. A solution (02) containing fluorescent particles is circulated
through a mass flow meter (04) and then a flow cell (05) by means of a
pump (03) to the feed tank. The pressure drop over the flow cell is
measured by means of a differential pressure transducer (06). Values
from the pressure transmitter are used to calculate the friction losses.
Simultaneously, velocities are measured when a laser (08) emits two

light pulses and a high-speed camera (09) takes two images (11) within
a short time interval. The captured images are used to determine the
temporal and spatial velocity maps using a commercial software ap-
plication called Davis 7.2. A detailed description of instruments and the
setup can be found in a previous study [28].

Measurements were taken inside an embedded flow channel
(L= 200mm and W=40mm) in a flat flow cell (L= 260mm,
W=85mm, H=55mm). The flat flow cell may be used in these types
of experiments because feed channels in SWM modules are small en-
ough to ignore the curvature effects of these modules on the flow
[9,12]. Together with spacers, a membrane coupon (Trisep-AMC1) was
placed inside the embedded flow channel. Plastic shims were used to
adjust the channel height according to the spacer thickness in such a
way that the channel’s height was equal to the spacer’s thickness. The
experiments were conducted without the permeate production, because
the ratio of permeate is small compared to the cross-flow velocity in RO.
The non-woven commercial feed spacers (DelStar Technologies, INC.)
were made of polypropylene without any further modifications. The
studied spacers are shown in Fig. 2, and their geometric specifications
are given in Table 1.

Spacers A, B, C, and D are called zigzag spacers in this article and
spacers G and H are called cavity spacers. Spacers A, B, and C are
mostly applied in manufacturing of commercial SWM modules of RO,
and spacers G and H in ultrafiltration. Spacers G and H are used to
compare the possible occurrence of fouling patterns in cavity spacers
compared to zigzag spacer, through studying the velocity changes in
time and place. The authors could not find any RO elements with spacer
D. Filaments of zigzag spacers had an almost circular cross-section with
a variable diameter along each filament in a mesh [28]. Filaments of
cavity spacers had a rectangular or an oval cross-section rather than a
circular form. The geometrical characteristics of spacers mentioned in
Table 1 are the average of at least ten measurements in the laboratory.
There are slight differences between these values and values provided
by the manufacturer. These differences arose from the fact that man-
ufacturers count the numbers of meshes in one inch, while we measured
the pitch length of mesh(es). In the former, the starting point of the
measurement could be the center of a filament and the ending point the
middle of one of the subsequent meshes.

Table 1 shows that the ratio of filament thickness to the channel
height (relative height) is higher than 0.5 in all cases of zigzag spacers.
That is in contradictory with most numerical studies that assume a
relative height of 0.5. Each filament thickness mentioned in Table 1 is
an average of 10 measurement points over the length of a filament in a
mesh. The porosity and hydraulic diameter (Table 1) are respectively
calculated using Eq. (1) [21] and Eq. (2) [19,21].

Fig. 2. The feed spacers are categorized into two
configurations: zigzag spacers (spacers A-D) and
cavity spacers (spacers G and H). All spacers used in
this study are provided by the DelStar Technologies.
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Sv, sp in Eq. (2) represents the specific surface of the feed spacer and is
calculated by dividing the feed spacer surface to its volume. A list of
other parameters and symbols can be found at the beginning of this
article. The state of flow is determined by defining the relation (Eq. (3))
between the pressure drop and the power (m) of average velocity in the
main direction of flow (Uave).

Table 1
Structure properties of feed spacers used in this study. The spacers are categorized into the zigzag spacers (A–D) and the cavity spacers (G and H). (Please also see item mentioned in
Fig. 3C).

Description Nomenclature Zigzag spacers Cavity spacers

Symbol Unit A B C D G H

Spacer/channel height hSP=HCH 10−3 m 0.71 0.76 0.86 1.22 1.15 1.25
Filament diameter parallel to flow df1=df_CP 10−3 m 0.39 0.45 0.49 0.8 0.65× 0.92 1.01× 0.58
Filament diameter perpendicular to flow df2=df_CT 10−3 m 0.39 0.45 0.49 0.8 0.50× 0.81 0.24× 0.33
Filament length parallel to flow lm_CP 10−3 m 2.85 2.45 3.20 4.41 4.87 3.08
Filament length perpendicular to flow lm_CT 10−3 m 2.85 2.45 3.20 4.41 4.87 6.36
Hydrodynamic angle β o 89.5 89 89.2 89.8 45 45
Flow attack angle α o 45.5 46 45.8 45.2 135 135
Aspect ratio lm_CP/HCH – 4.01 3.21 3.72 3.62 4.23 2.47
Ratio of filament’s distance to thickness lm_CP/df_CT 7.33 5.44 6.53 5.51 6.0–7.5 9.3–12.3
Relative height df_CT/HCH – 0.55 0.59 0.56 0.66 0.44–0.70 0.19–0.26
Porosity ε % 88 83 88 81 80 82
Hydraulic diameter dh 10−3 m 0.88 0.8 1.08 1.26 1.1 1.21

Fig. 3. Each envelope in SWM modules is formed by glueing two flat sheets along their three edges at the non-active side (support layer). In this way, the active layers (skins) of the
membrane’s sheets face the feed spacer and the support parts of the sheets face the permeate spacer (A). The feed spacer is relatively thicker and more porous than the permeate spacer
(A). The schematic view of the flow cell, location of the feed channel, and position of the camera is shown (B). The top and side views of a zigzag spacer (C) and a cavity spacer (D) are
shown. The camera is focused at three heights: Z1 (rear part of the channel and close to the membrane coupon), Z2 (middle part of the channel), and Z3 (front part of the channel and
close to the observation window) (C, D).
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∝ ×p K UΔ ( )ave
m (3)

K is a constant that depends on the spacer and channel’s geometry. It
was suggested [29,30] that an “m” value around one indicates a la-
minar flow, and around 1.75 a turbulent flow. However, according to
literature, the Reynolds number in SWM modules of RO is much lower
than the Reynolds number in the turbulent regime. Therefore, as has
been suggested [19,31] it is better to talk about the flow disruption as
eddies in SWM modules of RO rather than turbulence.

Eq. (4) is used to calculate the average velocity in the flow direction
(Uave Eq. (3)) by considering the porosity of the feed spacer (Eq. (1)),
feed channel dimensions (W, HCH), and the feed flow (Q). In some
studies [19], the average velocity is referred to as effective velocity.

= = = =U
U

ε
Q

A
Q

A ε
Q

W H ε. . .ave
sup

eff CH (4)

In some literature, the relation between the Reynolds number (Eq.
(6)) and the friction factor (Ctd) is used (Eq. (5)) to determine the state
of flow inside the feed channel.

∝
′

C A
Re( )td

h
n (5)

In Eq. (5), A’ is a constant that depends on the spacer and channel’s
geometry. The term Reynolds number (Eq. (6)) in this study refers to
the hydraulic Reynolds number (Reh), which is in agreement with the
definition of the Reynolds number used by Schock and Miquel [6] and
Fimbres-Weihs and Wiley [19,32].

=Re
ρ U d

μ
. .

h
ave h

(6)

The hydraulic Reynolds number is determined as a function of the
average velocity of the spacer-filled channel (Eq. (4)) and the channel
height (HCH). Other typical definitions for Reynolds number used in the
literature are the channel Reynolds number [33] and the cylinder
Reynolds number [14]. The channel Reynolds number and the cylinder
Reynolds number make use of the average velocity in the empty
channel (Usup in Eq. (4)) in combination with channel height and fila-
ment diameter respectively [19].

The two required frames for determining a velocity field are cap-
tured at a known distance (100mm) from inlet and from channel edges
(15mm) to limit effects of boundaries (entrance, edges and exit) on the
flow and to ensure a fully developed flow. The time interval between
the two frames was adjusted to the particle displacement in order to
reduce the number of pairing losses [28]. The fluorescent particles
(tracers) had a mean diameter of 10 µm and a density of 1.19 g/cm3.
The Stokes number for these particles was around 5×10−3 for the
thinnest spacer used (spacer A), and thus tracing accuracy errors were
below 1% [34] in all experiments. The quality of vector maps was
improved by using a combination of coated particles with Rhodamine-
B, green light laser (wavelength= 545 nm), and an optical filter.

PIV measurements are taken at three different heights in the feed
channel separately: close to the camera (Z3), at the middle of the
channel (Z2), and far from the camera or close to the membrane sheet
at the bottom of the feed channel (Z1) (Fig. 3). The thickness of laser
sheet light (2 mm) was greater than the feed channel height
(0.71–1.62mm), and therefore, the entire depth of the channel was
illuminated. That is a common situation in µPIV [25] and can be solved
by fixing the focus of the camera at a specific distance from the lens and
moving the flow cell [25,35]. In this study, the camera was displaced

Fig. 4. Development of pressure drop against increasing flow rate (i) and variation of friction factor for increasing hydraulic Reynolds number in a normal view (ii) in logarithmic view
(iii).
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using a translation stage because moving the flow cell was not possible.
The camera was initially arranged in such a way that only particles in
the plane close to the camera (Z3 in Fig. 3) were in focus and particles
at the middle of the channel (Z2 in Fig. 3) and close to the membrane
(Z1 in Fig. 3) were barely in focus. The camera was then moved in steps
of 50 µm to the subsequent positions (Z1 and Z2) using the translation
stage. The camera’s depth of field was about 0.14mm. At each depth,
50 pairs of images (100 frames) were taken for a specific flow rate. An
instantaneous (momentary) velocity map is calculated from each pair of
successive frames. These 50 instantaneous velocity maps are used to
analyze variations of velocity in time (temporal velocity). An average
velocity map (averaged spatial velocity profile) is calculated from the
50 momentary velocity profiles and is used to study the spatial velocity
inside the feed channel [28].

3. Results and discussions

3.1. Pressure drop and friction factor

Fig. 4 illustrates variations of pressure drop against the increasing
flow rate (A) and the variation of friction losses against Reynolds
number in the normal (B) and logarithmic (C) view. Each line in Fig. 4
demonstrates a spacer wherein each point is the average of at least 450
measurements, which are performed parallel to the PIV measurements.

Pressure drop and friction losses are important in the design of a
spacer because they are related to the additional energy cost in SWM
modules. Fig. 4A shows that the pressure drop increases by increasing
the flow rate in each spacer and by the decrease in the channel height
for a particular flow. Additionally, Fig. 4A shows that differences be-
tween pressure drop values of different spacers are greater at a higher
flow rate. The pressure drop in zigzag spacers (spacers A, B, C, and D
with an approximate β=90°) was higher than the cavity spacers
(spacer G and H with an approximate β=45°) even when the channel
height of the zigzag spacer (spacer D) was approximately the same as
with cavity spacers. That is due to the size of transverse filaments, their
distance from each other, and the specific orientation of these filaments
in cavity spacers.

Da Costa et al. [21] showed that there is a relation between the
pressure drop and the aspect ratio (lm_CT/HCH). The result from our
study indicates that the pressure drop increase was consistent with the
decrease of the aspect ratio (lm_CT/HCH) in cavity spacers but not in the
zigzag spacers. Spacer C is the exception in our experiment, which has a
smaller ratio of lm_CT/HCH than spacer D but also a lower pressure drop.

Fig. 4B shows that the friction factor is remarkably lower in the
cavity spacers than in the zigzag spacers. In a numerical simulation,
Koutsou et al. [13] investigated the effects of spacer geometry on the

pressure drop. They used dimensionless pressure drop, which was re-
lated to a friction coefficient. They found that the pressure drop in
zigzag spacers increased at a smaller ratio of the filament's distance to
the filament’s diameter (lm/df) independently of the hydrodynamic
angle. Their result was in agreement with similar previous studies
[6,8,15,21,36,37]. The results from our study showed that decrease of
the friction factor was inconsistent in spacer C with respect to the in-
crease of the lm/df ratio. This inconsistency arose because commercial
spacers are different in more characteristics than just the lm/df ratio.
For instance, Koutsou et al. [13] mentioned that there were exceptions
when the ratio of lm/df is combined with the hydrodynamic angle of
spacer (β), which is also the case in our experiment (Table 1). In ad-
dition, filaments in commercial spacers are not perfectly circular in
shape, and their diameters are not uniform and equal over the fila-
ments’ length, as is usually assumed in numerical studies. Therefore, it
is difficult to draw a general conclusion based only on the presented
data.

Fig. 4B shows that friction factor curves against the Reynolds
number have the shape of a decreasing power equation, as was ex-
pected according to Eq. (5) (Ctd=A’/Ren). Former studies [13,21,37]
have illustrated decreasing linear lines, which are in agreement with
the tail part of the curves in this study (Reh > 100). The changing
pattern of the friction factor from descent with steep incline to descent
with slight incline in these curves (30 < Reh < 90) is the moment that
mixing of flow was extremely enhanced and might be the moment that
flow conditions change from steady to unsteady flow. This issue will be
discussed in more detail and with consideration of the PIV images in
Section 3.2.3.

Fig. 4C represents the logarithmic view of Fig. 4B. Except spacer H,
other spacers show a breakpoint in the friction factor lines at a Reynolds
number close to 90. i.e. the lines at Reh > 90, except spacer H, become
less steep indicating a higher unsteadiness with these spacers. These
results are based only on the friction factor calculation and measure-
ment of the pressure drop. More visual evidence will be provided by the
PIV images at Section 3.2.3.

3.2. Actual velocity measurements with PIV

This section includes velocity maps obtained from PIV. The camera’s
field of view (approximately H=7.5mm×W=9.5mm) is the same
in all velocity maps presented in the next sections.

3.2.1. Temporal velocity profiles
In PIV, a momentary velocity map is shaped by determining the

shifting distance of particles between two frames at a particular time
interval (Fig. 5). Fifty momentary velocity profiles are made for a

Fig. 5. Two momentary velocity profiles of spacer B at the middle of channel (Z2 in Fig. 3D) for an average velocity of about 0.1m/s (Re= 95).
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particular flow of a spacer at each channel height.
Fig. 6 illustrates variations of normalized velocity (Umeaured_in_E/

Uave) along the 50 instantaneous velocity profiles for point E, which is
located in the middle of one of the meshes in the field of view; i.e., point
E has the same XY-coordinates but different Z-coordinates (Z1, Z2, and
Z3 in Fig. 3D). The circles and horizontal lines inside each box denote
the mean and median of the data respectively, and the filled circles
outside the boxes represent the outliers. A normalized velocity is used
because the magnitude of velocity was not the same in all spacers. The
position of the mean and the median with respect to each other describe
the behavior of flow at the studied point. For instance, when the mean
is smaller than the median, the data symbolize a left-skewed normal
distribution in which momentary velocities with a higher magnitude
occur more frequently at the studied point, and therefore, a higher
shear applied more frequently at point E for a specific spacer. According
to this, higher shear occurs more frequently in the middle of the meshes
of spacer C and H at all three channel heights (Fig. 6). However, spacer
H has a considerably lower velocity than expected at the membrane
side where transverse filaments touch the membrane coupon.

In most studied spacers (Fig. 6), the normalized velocity shows a
value around one or higher. This indicates that the measured average
velocity is about the same as or higher than the average velocity at
point E. Spacers B, C, and G show a normalized velocity greater than
one in all three channel heights at point E.

Fig. 6 shows that there is probably a relation between the spacer
thickness (channel height) and velocity variations in a channel. A
greater channel height will probably result in a stronger vortex shed-
ding at point E. Velocity variation in time could be related to the fouling
and concentration polarization. In zigzag spacers, the velocity variation
increases by the increase of the channel height at the observation
window and the membrane side. At the middle of the channel, however,
it decreases with increase of channel height until spacer C and then
increases in spacer D. The velocity variation in cavity spacers is almost
the same in both spacers because they have approximately the same
channel heights. The latter indicates that the velocity variation depends
on the channel height rather than the transverse filaments’ thickness.

Spacer C has the highest relative discrepancy between the variation
of velocity at the middle of the channel (Z2) and membrane sides (Z1
and Z3). It is desirable to have velocity with low variations in the
middle of the channel and velocity with high variations at the mem-
brane sides when designing a feed spacer, because this situation can
reduce the chance of fouling formation with the lowest possible energy
losses.

In cavity spacers, the average velocity is lower on the channel side
that the transverse filaments are attached to (Z1) than the side without
transverse filaments (Z3). The average velocity of spacer H at Z1 is
notably lower than other spacers. The transverse filaments in spacer H
are thinner than longitudinal filaments, and the ratio of lm_CP/HCH is
smaller in this spacer than in other spacers.

3.2.2. Averaged spatial velocity profiles at Uave = 0.1 m/s
The results from the previous section discussed only one point of

velocity maps. To investigate how velocity changes spatially, the 50
momentary velocity fields were averaged into one velocity map at each
channel height and for a particular flow (Fig. 7).

In the zigzag spacers, the flow direction at Z1 is perpendicular to Z3
and along the filaments at the corresponding heights. The velocity
profiles at the middle of the channel (Z2) are the mix of the velocity
profiles at Z1 and Z3. These results are in agreement with results ob-
tained by Willems et al. [25].

As shown in Fig. 7, the location of the highest and lowest velocity
differs in each spacer at the specific channel height. In the zigzag
spacers, the highest velocity occurs near the mesh entrance where
water passes over or under a filament, i.e. the areas with high-velocity
values at Z1 and Z3. More specifically, the highest velocity occurs when
water passes over a filament at the entrance of a mesh and under the

adjacent outlet filament (shortest route). The lowest velocity in a mesh
occurs close to the inner angle of the downstream node.

Fig. 7 also illustrates that the flow is in an almost straight line from
the inlet to the outlet and parallel to longitudinal filaments in the cavity
spacers. In addition, the velocity magnitude is much lower at the side of
a mesh where transverse filaments are attached to the membrane.

The flow disruption is greater in spacer G than spacer H, because
transverse filaments are larger in spacer G. Additionally, Fig. 7 shows
that the highest velocity occurs over the transverse filaments with
spacer G and at a short distance behind transverse filaments, with a
low-velocity zone in between with spacer H.

3.2.3. Averaged spatial velocity at increasing flow rate
Fig. 8 shows the development of averaged spatial velocity for the

entire range of flow rates at the middle of the channel. Each plotted box
corresponds to a particular flow rate in a spacer. As expected, the
variation and the averaged value of measured velocity (Fig. 8) in-
creased by increasing of the flow rate with each spacer. Additionally,
the average velocity and the velocity variation decrease with an in-
crease in channel height at a particular flow in both types of spacers.

Notably, in all spacers there are velocities very close to zero for the
whole range of flow rate, indicating the existence of dead zones in all
spacers and for all applied flows. In all cases, the lower whisker is
smaller than the upper whisker, indicating a greater variation in higher
velocity ranges. In most cases, except for spacer B at Q=16 L/h, the
position of first quartile becomes higher with the increase of flow, in-
dicating the shift of main flow to higher velocity values. The exception
in spacer B might be due to the low ratio of lm_CP/HCH in this spacer and
the creation of more dead zones at higher flow rates. The latter in-
dicates that there is an optimal flow rate for each spacer. However,
more experiments are required to confirm this.

In zigzag spacers, interestingly, the greatest difference between
boxes occurs at the flow transition from Q=6 L/h to 9 L/h. This is the
area in which the incline in friction factor curves changes from descent
steep to descent slight (30 < Reh < 95 in Fig. 4B). Fig. 9 visualizes the
development of the flow pattern for spacer B at 30 < Reh < 95 at the
three heights of the channel when the incline of the friction factor curve
changes suddenly in this spacer. At Reh= 30 the velocity is in a straight
line from the inlet to the outlet at all three heights. By increasing the
Reh to 60, the flow direction at the top and the bottom of the channel
changes along the filament’s direction, but the flow in the middle of the
channel remains in a straight line from inlet to outlet. By further in-
creasing the Reh to 95, the flow at the middle of the channel starts to
show the mixing pattern as discussed in the previous studies [25] and in
the previous sections of this study (Fig. 7).

The phenomenon described above was also observed in other

Fig. 6. Variations of normalized velocity (Umeaured_in_E/Uave) in time inside the feed
channels at three levels: middle of the channel (Z2), next to the window of the flow cell
(Z1) and close to the membrane (Z3). Circles inside the box represent the average of data
and continuous horizontal lines the median. The filled circles outside the box represent
the outliers.
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studied zigzag spacers (Fig. 10). This could indicate a notable flow
mixing in zigzag spacers occurs at Reynolds numbers around 60–100.
However, these changes in the flow patterns don not necessarily in-
dicate mixing. That could only be assessed by 3D movies of the flow or
by evaluating other factors some of which is mentioned by Liang et al.
[38]. Fig. 10 illustrates the variation of velocity in time with an in-
creasing Reynolds number for point E, the middle of the mesh. The low
variation of velocity at low Reynolds numbers (Reh < 3 0) indicates
the existence of steady flow in these conditions and starting the un-
steadiness at Reh > 30. The obtained results for the zigzag spacers are
in agreement with the common belief that spacers induce flow in-
stabilities at low Reynolds number and with results from previous
studies [13]. Koutsou et al. [13] found that a transition to unsteady
flow occurs at relatively low Reynolds numbers (Re= 35–45).

Additionally, there is a variation of velocity at Reh > 90, which
indicates a significant increase in flow instabilities in the channels. This

is agreement with practical situations in which the reverse osmosis
membranes are operated at 100 < Reh<300.

Variation of velocities from the mean becomes significant at
Reynolds numbers around 90. The difference between the velocity at
the membrane side (Z1) with the velocity at the middle of the channel
(Z2) and the observation window (Z3) at 30 < Reh < 65 might be due
to the existence of preferential flow at one side of the membrane at this
range of Reynolds number in the zigzag spacers.

In cavity spacers, the difference in velocity between two measured
sequential Reynolds numbers can be noticed more easily by considering
the velocity at the membrane side (Z1), on which transverse filaments
are placed. This difference starts at Reh= 60.

In conclusion, the flow with spacers and conditions used in this
study can be characterized as a laminar-steady flow for Reh < 30 and
laminar-unsteady for Reh > 90. The flow is laminar because Reynolds
numbers are much lower than the values for turbulent flow conditions

Fig. 7. Time-averaged velocity fields for spacers
at three channel heights: Z1, Z2, and Z3 for an
average velocity of approximately 0.1m/s.
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(Reh > 4000) and even transition conditions (2000 < Reh < 4000).
The flow becomes unsteady at Reh > 90 because the velocity variation
in time become significantly higher than the temporal velocity varia-
tion at Reh < 90.

4. Conclusion

In this study, we experimentally evaluated the performance of
spacers with different configurations by determining their pressure
drop, flow conditions, and local velocity profiles. The pressure drop
increased by increasing the Reynolds number for a constant geometry
of spacer and feed channel. The pressure drop increased by decreasing
the channel height in zigzag spacers and by increasing the thickness of
transverse filaments in cavity spacers. The results from Particle Image
Velocimetry (PIV) showed that the variation of velocity increases by the
increase in the channel height in the zigzag spacers and the increase of
the transverse filament's thickness in the cavity spacers.

As expected, the averaged value of measured velocity, the variation
of velocity, and the pressure drop increased by increasing the flow rate
with each spacer.

Curves of the friction factor against the Reynolds number had the
shape of a decreasing power function. The transition region from steady
to unsteady flow was the moment that the incline of friction factor
changed from steep to slight, i.e. at Reynolds number greater than 30.

The flow in zigzag spacers was in a straight line from inlet to outlet at
Reh < 30, but it was along filaments at each depth at higher Reynolds
numbers. At 30 < Reh < 90, the flow in zigzag spacers was along the
spacers’ filaments at the membrane sides (Z1, Z3) but in a straight line
from the inlet to outlet in the middle of the channel. At Reh > 90, the
flow pattern in the middle of the channel (Z2) was the same as it is
described by Willems et al. [25], i.e. the flow was a mixture of flow
patterns at the top part of flow channel (Z3) and the rear part of the
flow channel (Z1).

The velocity variation over time, which indicates the degree of
unsteadiness, was very subtle at Reh < 30 and considerable at
Reh > 90. These values are in agreement with respectively the
common belief that spacers induce flow instability and the practical
operation of reverse osmosis membrane. It must be emphasized that
such a clear demonstration of flow instability was not found in previous
studies related to spacer-filled channel.

These results can be used to evaluate configurations and geometries
of feed spacers. The high-resolution velocity profiles in our study could
be exploited as a testing tool for numerical studies. While our results
provide a reasonable estimation of the velocity maps at the X- and Y-
direction of the flow asynchronously at three different heights (Z1, Z2,
and Z3) of a channel, further experimental investigations would be
required to quantify the effect of velocity in the Z-direction simulta-
neously with that of the XY-plane.
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Fig. 8. Development of averaged spatial velocity for the whole field of view at the middle
of the channel. Each plotted box corresponds to the measured velocity at a specific flow
rate.

Fig. 9. Development of flow pattern in spacer B for
Reynolds number of 31, 61, and 94 at three channel
heights. The corresponding friction factor curve has a
break point in 31 < Re < 94 from descent steep
incline to descent slight incline.
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